Textured Surfaces can now provide freedom to create on an impressive scale

Reliable adhesion turns indoor and outdoor textured surfaces into prime selling space

- Cast film conformability and optimal print quality
- Conformable and dimensionally stable overlaminate
- Excellent hiding power
- Removable with heat
3M™ Scotchcal™ Graphic Film for Textured Surfaces IJ8624

Until now, many textured surfaces have been off-limits for graphics because there hasn’t been a film that sticks well on them. But Scotchcal Graphic Film for Textured Surfaces IJ8624 and 3M™ Scotchcal™ Luster Overlaminate 8524 are changing that. This unique, conformable graphic construction can be moulded to rough surfaces to create crisp, photographic quality images that inform, promote and advertise.

Key Features

- Excellent adhesion to moderately textured surfaces when using the 3M patent pending installation procedure
- Specialised tools and proven techniques for efficient and effective application
- Film is removable with heat
- Grey adhesive on film IJ8624 will hide almost any wall colour
- Cast film IJ8624 for conformability and optimal print quality
- Equally conformable, compatible overlaminate
- Designed for solvent based piezo inkjet printing

Create photographic quality images in any size, shape or design

Fast, clean and generally more cost effective compared to painted graphics

Reliable adhesion turns indoor and outdoor textured surfaces into prime real estate

New installation tools and methods

3M’s new installation tools and patent pending methods provide fast, easy applications.